
KEEP SCOTLAND 
BEAUTIFUL

336lbs of
litter is
left in a
SCOTTISH

CASTLE every
second of

every day of
every year
since...

DEAR KEEP SCOTLAND BEAUTIFUL,

On your "Keep Scotland Beautiful" website, it is claimed 
that your organisation leads the way in improving 
Scotland's environment. You are keen on keeping Scotland 
free from litter. That's good, very good.

With respect though, could you all give serious 
consideration to removing forthwith the filthiest piece 
of litter ever, which is currently languishing around in 
a very prominent place in Scotland, please?

The offending article in question, currently resides in 
your capital city of Edinburgh. It is the most shameful 
slab of masonry stonework which has ever been constructed
on the planet. It's an even bigger fake than the Sea of 
Tranquillity Moon Landings, in 1969.



While the stone con is much 
older than Neil Armstrong's 
tiny little step, the sickly
stunt pulled with the stone,
was physically unleashed 
directly upon Scotland, when
Randy Andy, the fake queen's
second eldest son, slip-
slided his way into 
ceremoniously placing this 
slab of worthless sandstone,
in the castle in 1996. And foolishly,all of

Scotland rejoiced!

Ever since, The Hierarchy 
Enslaving You (T.H.E.Y.) 
have been having a huge 
laugh at your expense. 

The Scottish people have the
audacity to call this phony 
pillar-stone The Stone of 
Destiny.  You have all been 
duped. 

It is anything but that, and
with this monstrosity still
residing in Scotland, and
worshipped like an ancient
pagan relic, it remains an
abomination to God and
Christ in His Second Coming.

The Scottish people need come to terms with the terrible 
truth, before it is too late, and there is little or no 
time left for you to awaken from your slumber.



The only thing this 
rectangular relic is fit 
for, is at best, for it to 
be wrapped up with thick 
Scottish thistle and rammed 
up Mrs. Battenberg's rectum,
or alternatively, at worst, 
for it to be dumped in the 
bottom of the English Sea of
Servility, preferably with 
her not so royal highness, 
chained to it, by her neck.

I am of course talking about
the fake queen Elizabeth 
here. This woman was the one
who orchestrated it being 
put in the castle in the 
first place.

Shamefully, the great majority of Scottish people are 
blind to this evil enactment, carried out under John 
Major's Machiavellian Maverick Tories.

There are basically three categories of Scottish people:

(1) those that know about the fake stone, but from apathy
or self-interest, do or say nothing for truth;

(2) those that are still blind to the deceit;

(3) those that are willing to stand up and fight for 
Scotland's integrity, in order to combat this, the mother
of SCAMS, as inflicted on the Scottish people.

Men and women of Scotland become complicit in the evil, 
they fail to oppose.



Those in the above category
one, will all be duly 
punished for high-treason 
in accordance with God's 
Law, soon enough. Those in 
category two, who willfully
remain blind and apathetic,
should not think they will 
be immune from severe 
punishment in due course.

Those in category three, will be increasing their 
chances to survive what's coming.

By way of illustration, this motley crew as shown  on 
the link below, will be the first appearing on CHRIST'S 
LIST, for HIGH TREASON.

http://jahtalk.thefarrellreport.net/back-to-bethel/

In short, the very last thing Scotland needs right now, 
is to keep on hoarding a cloned-stone. 

The only thing necessary to improve Scotland's 
environment and keep Scotland beautiful, in a 
sustainable manner, is for the people of Scotland to 
stop all this silly pretence; rid itself once and for 
all of this fake stone; and bring out The REAL, but 
hitherto hidden, STONE OF DESTINY, that's been concealed
somewhere in Scotland since 1950, and place it before 
Christ, The King of Scotland, Who is here right now, in 
His Second Coming, waiting patiently for you, the people
of Scotland, as part of a once great nation, to wake up 
from your slumber.

Yours sincerely,

A JEDI Knight

http://jahtalk.thefarrellreport.net/back-to-bethel/



